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" A wind clustering methodology for wind speed reconstruction is presented.
" The method allows long-term reconstruction of daily surface wind series.
" An evolutionary algorithm and a constructive heuristic are presented.
" The method is tested in six meteorological towers at different wind farms in Spain, for the period 1871–2009.
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a b s t r a c t
A wind clustering methodology capable of dynamically characterizing and long-term reconstructing daily
surface wind series is introduced and tested for six meteorological towers at different wind farms in
Spain, for the period 1871–2009. On this basis this paper provides for the ﬁrst time a centennial surface
wind reconstruction with a daily resolution without the need of numerical simulations. Thus, several
soft-computing algorithms are developed, with public domain Sea Level Pressure (SLP) Reanalysis data
as the only input. These algorithms are constructed by tackling an Euclidean distances’ problem at the
geostrophic speeds’ space. Once the wind-independent classiﬁcations are obtained, the methodology is
calibrated by linking the obtained classiﬁcations with observed wind data, thus allowing to estimate
and characterize the daily surface wind speed and direction. A cross-validation is then performed in order
to obtain several measures of goodness of the method, such as its wind speed estimation uncertainty in
terms of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Pearson correlation (r) for both the wind module and vectorial
values. Regarding previous approaches, this statistic downscaling shows an outstanding performance:
Wind speed module estimates produce a MAE of 1.12 m/s (0.32 m/s) in some towers for a daily (monthly)
scale, as r reaches values of 0.78 (daily scale) and 0.91 (monthly scale).
The wind-independent classiﬁcations allowed to perform daily surface wind speed and rose reconstructions in time periods when no wind data are available, which constitutes the main goal of this work.
Thus, a 140 year daily wind reconstruction is performed and analyzed for one tower located at central
Iberia. There, signiﬁcant low frequency variations are detected, as well as wind speed oscillations in
the 20 y band. Remarkable changes are also identiﬁed over reconstructed decadal wind speed frequency
distributions and wind rose. Since long-term wind measurements are rarely available at modern wind
farm sites, such an analysis on centennial reconstructed wind series can represent an appropriate tool
that places the last years of observed wind speed in a climatological perspective.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Understanding the wind conditions and variability in a particular location is of great importance from the point of view of climate
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[1,2], energy [3,4], safety [5,6] and environmental management
[7,8]. Particularly, the knowledge of ﬂow conditions at a given location and their associated synoptic situations becomes relevant
when evaluating the efﬁciency and operability of wind energy
farms [9,10].
Long-term observational wind datasets constitute a useful
instrument to understand multi-decadal or lower frequency
changes of wind variability. However, the observations are rarely
available at locations with particularly high wind speeds. In the
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Nomenclature
set of 8 angular borders
a certain angular border
a
angle of a certain vectorial ﬂux with respect to the
North
cj
a certain class or WindType, j = 1, . . ., 26
ei ; e0i
original element, mutated element
F, Fr, Fs (V.) daily index of geostrophic ﬂux intensity, index at
train and test periods
f
coriolis parameter
U
cost function
u, Du longitude, longitude difference
G, Gu, Gv (V.) daily geostrophic ﬂux, geostrophic ﬂux components
(zonal, meridional)
ir, is
a certain day of training period, test period
J
a certain grid point of the reanalysis SLP ﬁeld
j
number of class or WindType, from 1 to 26
k, Dk
latitude, latitude difference
l
statistic mean
MAEV, MAEjVj mean absolute error (vector, module)
N1
normalized distribution with l = 0, r = 1
A
ai

case of wind industry, this circumstance becomes a real handicap
when performing a mid to long-term wind farm feasibility layout.
Usually, economic feasibility plans carried out by the electric
industry consider a wind resource evaluation period that rarely
exceeds two years of measurements. Since the atmospheric variability ranges from the daily cycle to century scales, this period
of in situ wind measurements is clearly too short for providing
information on the low frequency wind variability at the eventual
wind farm, impeding a realistic estimation of the long-term wind
power production and its variability. This problem is usually faced
by harnessing a reanalysis [11,12] numerical model, that characterizes wind by performing dynamic simulations based on all the
available previous meteorological data (meteorological stations,
satellites, radiosondes, etc.). This paper provides a tool capable of
characterizing and estimating daily wind over wide past time
ranges through harnessing only a few years of observational wind
series.
Contrary to observational wind series, information on synoptic
circulation can be extended far back in time. The classiﬁcation of
a wide spectrum of daily synoptic circulation conditions into a speciﬁc number of patterns allows identifying empirically the underlying ﬂow mechanisms inﬂuencing the local climate, an issue
that is not possible if only local observational data are considered.
Moreover, since synoptic circulation is also physically related to
local surface wind, this classiﬁcation allows a particularly accurate
wind characterization if clustering conditions of synoptic circulation are properly established.
Since the 70s of last century, numerous studies have been conducted with the aim of classifying objectively large scale atmospheric circulation patterns, so called Circulation Weather Types
(CWT). The methodology applied to obtain CWT classiﬁcations covers a wide set of possibilities. Initially, subjective manual classiﬁcations were performed on CWT [13] including those considering the
Iberian Peninsula [14]. Jenkinson and Collison [15] developed an
automated CWT classiﬁcation based on geostrophic ﬂow indexes
derived from Sea Level Pressure (SLP) ﬁeld. This methodology
was applied also to the British Isles by [16] and to the Iberian Peninsula by [17,18]. Several automated CWT methods were implemented through correlation-based techniques [19,20] or [21].
The characterization of different meteorological variables, as
precipitation [22,23] or temperature [24,25] among others have
been possible through CWT techniques. Thus, [26] applied a Cluster

p
pi
R

probability
point of the grid, i = 1, . . ., 16
a 3  8 matrix containing the 3 radial borders of the 8
sectors
R
Earth radius
ri
a radial border, i = 1, . . ., 3
r
Pearson correlation coefﬁcient
r2
explained variance
q
air density
SF, SZ
southern component of F, Z
T, T0X
a certain tower, X = 1, . . ., 6
s, sr, ss a certain time range, training time range, test time
range
V, Vr, Vs (V.) daily wind speed, wind speed at train and test periods
V cj
representative of a certain class or WindType cj
WF, WZ western component of F, Z
Z
daily index of geostrophic ﬂux vorticity
X
Earth angular speed

Analysis (CA) to a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) classiﬁcation
for the obtention of rainfall-related CWT. Approaches in the study
of variations in temperature and precipitation based on artiﬁcial
neural networks have been also developed [27,28]. Nevertheless,
with the target of better parameterizing wind conditions, windspeciﬁc pattern (WP) classiﬁcations have been eventually induced
directly from observed wind datasets. Several works have focused
on this topic, such as [29], where a WP classiﬁcation is performed
by applying a PCA to a wind data set. In turn, [30] applied CA on
temporal similarity. [31,32] implemented an automated Complete
Linkage Algorithm (CLA) to construct a WP classiﬁcation based on
Euclidean distances within the wind speed space. Later, [33]
included an ad hoc dendrogram algorithm. In [34] a PCA and a CA
were applied to gridded wind reanalysis data. [35] performed both
spatial (CA including CLA and an ad hoc k-means algorithm) and
temporal (CA + PCA) similarity for achieving WP from a real wind
data set, while synoptic pressure patterns were obtained from gridded data. In turn, [36] developed a monthly wind speed estimation
method from the scoring of four SLP modes of variability selected
through a Canonical Correlation Analysis in an attempt to understand
multi-centennial wind speed changes and its association to the selected main circulation modes, obtaining a monthly wind speed
module correlation of 0.7 with respect to observations. Some other
works investigate on direct (i.e. with no classiﬁcation) wind speed
reconstruction processes. This has been done either through a geostrophic wind dataset obtained by interpolation of subjective forecast charts [37], or though statistics-based algorithms. To this
extent, Autoregressive Moving Average Processes (ARMA [38,39]),
Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANN [40,41]), Support Vector Machine
(SVM [42,43]) and others [44,45] have been implemented.
Usually, papers on CWT methods employ pressure or geopotential ﬁeld data for constructing pressure pattern classiﬁcations. On
the other hand, most of the WP works obtain the wind patterns
exclusively from observed wind data. In this paper we have developed a method that, although statistic, is based on the circulation
atmospheric conditions that rule the climate. Speciﬁcally, a daily
wind clustering methodology based on the optimization of Euclidean distances of geostrophic ﬂow indices (exclusively derived from
SLP data) is introduced and tested at six different locations in Spain.
This methodology allows to identify dynamic situations that harbor
common wind features, allowing the characterization of their seasonal frequencies and intensities as well as their prevailing direc-
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tions. The Euclidean distances clustering problem (similarly to that
employed by [31,32]) is this time computed through two different
soft-computing algorithms [46],which obtain approximate, yet efﬁcient, solutions when a hard problem with a large amount of possibilities is tackled. Regarding to this, in [47,48] a soft-computing real
wind-dependent classiﬁcation of SLP patterns is developed. This approach has been constructed without a discernible dynamic relationship among them but with an outstanding performance when
validated. The current work departed from the necessity emerged
then to develop a wind-independent classiﬁcation designed
through any dynamic criteria which could be reﬂected in the
arrangement of the obtained classes.
Once the wind classiﬁcations are obtained through the introduced algorithms (training), the derived patterns are referred and
assimilated to observational wind data through a calibration
experiment, allowing to parameterize each obtained wind class
with a speciﬁc real wind-derived vector. Since the geostrophic
indices employed to classify are exclusively obtained from gridded
SLP reanalysis data, the wind vector class-parametrization allows
to characterize wind much beyond where observed wind data is
available, as SLP series embrace a much wider temporal and spatial
range than wind observations. An assessment of the performance
and reliability of the wind classiﬁcations’ estimation ability is conducted through a validation experiment (test) over the observational period, permitting to determine the uncertainties related
to the wind speed estimates, as well as other measures of goodness
as the Pearson correlation values with respect to the observations,
for daily and monthly time scales. This statistic downscaling is
employed to develop long term wind reconstructions beyond the
wind observations’ period. These reconstructions allow the characterization of low frequency multi-decadal wind variability, which
constitutes the main goal of this paper. To this extent, a wind
reconstruction for the last 140 years in central Iberia is presented
and analyzed, in terms of both speed and directional wind features.
In the next sections an exhaustive description of the wind classiﬁcation methodology (Section 2) is introduced, and details on the
employed data (SLP and wind observations) are provided (Section
2.4). The results of the paper (Section 3) consider two different
issues on the obtained classiﬁcations. First (Section 3.1), the reliability of the developed methodology is assessed through different
measures of goodness, while (Section 3.2) presents and discusses
the annual, decadal and multi-decadal variability of a centennial
wind reconstruction at a meteorological tower in central Spain.
Finally, the main conclusions (Section 4) are presented.
2. F ﬁeld optimization methodology
This section explains the process followed to construct daily
wind classiﬁcations by harnessing SLP gridded data, as well as
the way those classiﬁcations are eventually referred to real wind
speed to obtain a reliable wind reconstruction tool.
First, all the considerations leading to the optimization problem
approached in this work are described. Then, speciﬁc conditions
and particular features are laid out for the designed algorithms.
After this, the wind statistic downscaling process is explained.
These three points constitute the training part of the method.
Finally, the testing part is described. There, the validation of the
approach with respect to the observations is referred, so that the
wind speed uncertainties as well as other measures of goodness
can be calculated.
2.1. Optimization problem description
The algorithmic architecture within the new methodology
departs from considering the role of the surface pressure ﬁeld over

surface atmospheric circulation. In this way, the atmospheric
circulation features have been parameterized through two SLPdirectly derived geostrophic indices, F and Z. The ﬁrst one is
directly proportional to the geostrophic wind speed, while the second refers to the absolute geostrophic wind vorticity. In this work
both measures have been obtained through the utilization of gridded SLP data. The speciﬁc formulae which relate these indices with
gridded SLP are detailed in Appendix A. Through these relationships F can be considered as a proper proxy [37] for the observed
real wind, V. In turn, vorticity given by Z can provide some complementary information on characterizing wind conditions when the
ﬂow intensity given by F is weaker than a given threshold.
The procedure followed for the obtention of F and Z in a given
location J harnesses the SLP ﬁeld in a similar way to that employed
in the weather classiﬁcation technique developed by [15], referred
hereafter as WT. There, F and Z can be obtained from interpolation
of certain pressure values adjacent to J, when a gridded SLP ﬁeld is
provided (see Appendix B).
The WT technique has been applied alongside to our methodology to be used as a benchmark for our results. The WT is a classiﬁcation performed by establishing a set of rules concerning F, Z and
a which lead to the deﬁnition of 26 circulation types: eight of them
are pure directional related to the eight wind rose main directions,
two are rotational classes deﬁning pure cyclonic and anticyclonic
patterns respectively, and 16 are considered hybrid classes, produced by the mixture between pure directional and each one of
the rotational classes. In order to compare our methodology with
the WT approach, our geostrophic ﬂow characterization will also
result into 26 classes.
Unlike WT, the classiﬁcation criteria of the present methodology are based in a problem of dispersion minimization at the F vectorial space. Let Fr, r = 1, . . ., r, be a series of daily F vector calculated
at a given location J, for a given period of time sr, associated to a
certain class cj, j = 1, . . ., n. The new methodology performs an
optimization approach in such a way that the dispersion of the values Fr associated to the classes cj is, in average, minimized. This
minimization is implemented by a cost function U, expressed as
follows:

UF ðJÞ ¼

n X
1X

sr j¼1 ir 2cj

jF cj  F ir j

ð1Þ

where ir stands for a generic day of the period considered, and F cj
stands for the average of F values within a class cj. This problem
is based in the same geometric concept employed by [31,32] and
others to develop their wind ﬁeld spatial similarity methods within
their clustering processes. However, in this work the optimization
for the reduction of F dispersion independently from observed wind
data V allows to characterize wind conditions in those points or
time series where no real observations are available.
2.2. Training: F ﬁeld optimization algorithms
The F cost function optimization problem is faced through two
soft-computing algorithms, which are performed in a given period
of time sr (r for‘‘Training’’) over six grid points near their corresponding meteorological towers in Spain, so called hereafter
T01–T06. One of the approaches applies an evolutionary computing method [49], which allows a high computing performance
when a large range of possibilities is considered. In turn, the other
one consists on a greedy [50] algorithm approach, designed in order to obtain an analytical solution for the problem as its results
can be easily compared to those obtained by WT. Through these
algorithms, daily classiﬁcations according to the geostrophic wind
conditions set by F can be obtained. Additionally, Z values are also
considered to distinguish among weak ﬂow conditions.
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2.2.1. F ﬁeld optimization through evolutionary computing (FE)
Evolutionary Computation (EC, [51–53]) is a subﬁeld of artiﬁcial
intelligence which considers a set of stochastic and populationbased optimization techniques which are based in the concepts
of genetic evolution [54]. EC tackles problems with a high amount
of possibilities by evolving approximated solutions in a computer,
following certain rules borrowed from natural evolution. Thus, it is
expected to achieve a high performance in the problem of F daily
values’ dispersion minimization. Different evolutionary algorithms
have been applied to many different optimization problems, in a
wide range of applications, such as energy-related [55], short-term
forecasting [56], or ﬁnancial markets [57] problems.
The iterative procedure of FE is performed by means of an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), which is an algorithm of the family of EC.
Given an optimization problem, an evolutionary algorithm typically starts from an initial set of random solutions, group into a
population. These solutions are submitted to a set of evolutionary
operators [54], which evolve and ﬁnally retain or dismiss them.
This process is applied repeatedly, in a set of loops called generations. Individuals are normally selected according to the quality
of the solution they represent, so a ﬁtness operator is applied to
each individual of the population. Hence, the individuals with the
best values of ﬁtness are more likely of being selected for replication and survival. The selected individuals are reproduced by
means of crossover and mutation operators. While crossover
exchanges some genetic material between two or more individuals, mutation changes parts of individuals with a small probability,
avoiding that the algorithm keeps in local minimums. By applying
this iterative procedure, the EA explores the whole space of possible solutions, as it has shown to be highly efﬁcient in extensive
spaces.
The optimization problem to be tackled by FE consists on the
minimization of the cost function enounced in Eq. (1). The 26 classes which will deﬁne an individual in the F space are sorted into
eight angular sectors and three radial magnitudes per sector. Additionally, two classes with low overall F values are also deﬁned. Speciﬁcally, the set of conditions to determine the 26 classes is
distributed into eight angular borders A ¼ ½a1 ; . . . ; a8 ;, ai 2 [0,
360°], which will deﬁne eight angular sectors. In turn, every sector
is split into 4 slots by 3 radial magnitudes (ra,1 < ra,2 < ra,3), so that a
matrix R of size [3,8] is deﬁned. The three sectorial classes keep
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deﬁned by the three highest slots, as a near-to-zero area is deﬁned
bye the lowest slot of every sector. This area for low F values determines in turn two classes depending on wether Z is positive (cyclonic calm) or negative (anticyclonic calm). Eventually, all A and R
elements are set to be adjusted in each iteration so that a consistent solution is obtained. Fig. 1 shows a result of this stratiﬁcation
on the F = [WF, SF] space, where WF and SF stand for the F zonal
(from West to East) and meridian (from South to North) components. There, each dot represents the daily F vector, in terms of
the origin of the ﬂux.
Each generation can be divided into a series of steps. At each
step, the population is treated by a certain operator. Following,
technical details on the FE operators implemented over a generation with a population of N individuals characterized by A and R
are described:
(1) Initialization: Each individual in the population is randomly
generated within the margin of the angular borders and
radial magnitudes (i.e. we keep the constraints ai 2 [0,360°]
and ri 2 (0,inf).).
(2) Repair: In order to keep the increasing order at both angles
and the radial borders in the encoding, elements are sorted
from the smallest to the largest value.
(3) Fitness: Each individual is associated with a value of ﬁtness
(i.e. performance) obtained from the cost function (Eq. (1)).
(4) Selection: The algorithm selects those individuals whose F
average class-dispersion (or bias) is lower than the population’s average dispersion. The rest of individuals will not survive for the next generation, and they will be replaced by
new elements created through crossover and mutation of
selected individuals.
(5) Crossover: Two individuals from the selected population are
taken at random to generate a new one. The conﬁguration of
the elements of the new individual, for both the vector A
and matrix R, is performed within a multi-point crossover
procedure. In this crossover, each ai an ri from a parent has
a probability of 0.5 of being transmitted to the new
individual.
(6) Mutation: The new individuals have a small probability of
being mutated. For FE this probability is 0.05. The mutation
consists of modifying 50% of the elements from the vector A
and matrix R as:

e0i ¼ ei þ 0:1  N1 ð0; 1Þ

ð2Þ

where ei stands for a given element of A or R before mutation, e0i is
the element after mutation and N1(0, 1) represents a normalized
Gaussian distribution of random numbers with l = 0 and r = 1.
Note that we keep the constraints ai 2 [0, 360°] and ri 2 (0, inf).
For this work, this process has been performed over 3000 generations for a population of N = 1000 individuals.
As FE employs random sequences at some of its operators, it
works as a non-deterministic application, and it obtains a different
solution each time that it is launched. In this work FE has been
launched 30 times for each one of the six points J where our methodology has been applied. At each one of them, only the best outcomes on dispersion minimization are eventually reﬂected in the
results.

Fig. 1. Example of the class-stratiﬁcation structure performed over the F ﬁeld by
the FE algorithm, where angular and radial borders are deﬁned.

2.2.2. F ﬁeld optimization by a greedy algorithm approach (FG)
Unlike FE, the F ﬁeld optimization by a greedy [50] Algorithm
(called hereafter FG) has been conceived to produce an analytical
(i.e. deterministic) solution of the cost function minimization. To
achieve this, FG introduces two differences in the conditions of
the algorithm structure, compared to FE:
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First, the angular borders which determine the classes at the F
space have been kept ﬁxed, so that the deﬁned sectors have been
timed to coincide with the eight cardinal wind rose directions
(similarly to WT). With this, the physical interpretation of the synoptic dynamics behind the obtained classes is facilitated.
Second, FG has been set to track the dispersion minimization for
every sector individually. By having ﬁxed the angular borders, this
procedure can be done without implying any loss of performance.
Thus, to ﬁx the three classes at a given sector the algorithm operates by exploring all the possibilities in the combination of ra,1, ra,2
and ra,3 within that sector, with a tracking accuracy of 0.1 m/s. The
rest of the algorithm conditions is similar to that of FE. Hence, the
algorithm conditions are similar to R set in FE, and a 3  8 condition matrix is obtained.
2.3. Observational wind series assimilation and wind speed accuracy
test
With the implementation of these methods, a daily classiﬁcation according to the criteria established to arrange F and Z daily
values is obtained. Now, the 26 obtained patterns are associated
to observational wind series with the aim of parameterizing each
wind class with a speciﬁc real wind vector. With this calibration,
each one of the obtained wind types can be characterized according to real wind in terms of wind speed and angular conﬁguration.
To attain the speed characterization, the already performed
classiﬁcation of the set of days ir into 26 classes cj for six different
grid point locations are eventually assimilated into their corresponding daily values of observed wind speed Vr = [u, v] at the
six meteorological towers T01–T06, located near the considered
grid points. In this context, a wind representative V cj is deﬁned

for each class as the barycenter, in the space of speed [u, v], formed
by the wind vectors Vr corresponding to the set of days ir 2 cj for a
given period sr. Through this linkage between the daily classiﬁcations and the observed wind, the clustering capability of the obtained classiﬁcations can be assessed by measuring the resulting
real wind speed dispersion per class. This can be made in the same
way as the dispersion of F was measured, this is by substituting F
for V in Eq. (1). Additionally, wind speed frequency distributions
can be estimated, this time by considering for each class not only
a representative V, but a complete wind speed distribution computed from the set of all the class-elements wind speeds at the
observational period. Similarly to wind speed, the angular information obtained through this observational data assimilation allows
to compute a different wind rose for each one of the obtained patterns, enabling the possibility to estimate the overall wind rose for
a certain period where only SLP information is available.
The vectorial parametrization performed for the wind patterns
allows estimating wind speed in periods when only SLP data are
available. In order to measure the degree of accuracy of this parametrization with respect to the real wind values, a validation exercise has been performed over the considered SLP and observed
wind series belonging to a period ss (s for ‘‘Test’’) not employed
previously. There, the new set of days, according to their Fs and
Zs daily values, are distributed into the 26 classes previously deﬁned at sr. This data crossing is needed in order to prevent the
overﬁtting of the method [58]. This validation has been designed
to determine the value of the uncertainty of the wind estimation
capability of the methods. It can be determined by measuring the
differences between the wind representatives V cj deﬁned in sr
and the corresponding values Vs associated with a class cj. This
uncertainty can be deﬁned for each considered tower T through

Fig. 2. Domain of the employed SLP data set. Squares represent considered grid points as diamonds stand for the position the six towers taken into account.
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the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which has been applied to the vector (MAEV) and the module (MAEjVj) values of wind, and can be calculated through these expressions:

MAEjVj ðTÞ ¼
MAEV ðTÞ ¼

26 X
1X

ss cj ¼1is 2cj
26 X
1X

ss cj ¼1is 2cj

jjV cj j  jV is jj

jV cj  V is j

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

where is stands for a generic day of the period ss. These expressions
for the wind speed uncertainties represent a goodness measure for
our methodology and reﬂect the degree of accuracy reached when
daily wind reconstructions are performed.
By accounting for with these 26 representatives V cj , the F space
borders conﬁguration, and the F, Z and alpha series for a certain
period where SLP ﬁeld data is available, it is possible to perform
a reconstruction of the wind conditions for such a period. In
Fig. 3 a ﬂuxogram of the whole process is depicted.
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have been considered for the period 1999–2009, so that sr and ss
comprehend the period 1999–2005 and 2006–2009 respectively.
They consist of ten minute frequency data taken at 40 m height.
Every data element in the series comprises all wind speed and
direction measured values over one day, from 00.00 GMT to
00.00 GMT. Thus, averages over 24 h have been performed to obtain daily average wind speed vectors V.
In order to perform a wind reconstruction back to the 19th century, an additional SLP dataset from 1871 to 1947 has been considered to complement the SLP NCEP/NCAR dataset. It has been
retrieved from the second version of the ‘‘Twentieth Century
Reanalysis’’ Project (hereafter 20CRV2) [12]. 20CRV2 has a spatial
resolution of 2  2 degrees, and is based on surface and sea level
pressure observations in spite of radiosonde data. It has been
developed by applying an Ensemble Kalman Filter to the background ‘‘ﬁrst guess’’ supplied by an ensemble of 56 forecasts obtained from the GFS prediction model run globally.

2.4. SLP and observed wind data

3. Experiments and results

Sea level pressure gridded data have been retrieved from the
National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center for
Atmospheric Research Reanalysis Project (NCEP/NCAR) [11]. They
consist on daily SLP values at 1200 GMT, with a grid resolution
of 2.5  2.5 degrees for the period 1948–2009. As it is shown in
Fig. 2, a uniform grid of 15  21 grid points (latitude and longitude)
centered on the Iberian Peninsula has been considered. Since SLP
data have not been spatially interpolated, the closest grid point
(J) to a meteorological tower location T has been selected as the
central point on which perform the calculations.
On the other hand, wind speed and direction data from six
meteorological towers distributed throughout Spain (see Fig. 2)

This section consists of two main parts. The ﬁrst one (Section
3.1) focuses on the measures of goodness calculated on the developed methodology. There, the consistency of the obtained SLP patterns (Section 3.1.1) and the class clustering capability (Section
3.1.2) are analyzed, and the wind speed estimation accuracy (Section 3.1.3) in terms of wind speed uncertainty and Pearson correlation are presented and compared to other approaches as WT. In
the second part (Section 3.2) a wind speed (Section 3.2.1) and a
wind rose (Section 3.2.2) reconstruction at T01 for the period
1871–2009 over central Iberia is carried out by implementing the
vectorial parametrization of the obtained classiﬁcations to a
140 year daily SLP dataset.

Fig. 3. Fluxogram of the overall process (for either FE or FG).
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3.1. Wind characterization of the obtained classiﬁcations
3.1.1. Intra-class SLP ﬁelds consistency
In order to evaluate the consistency of the synoptic situations
associated to the obtained classes, a study on the pressure dispersion per grid point has been performed to the different composites
related within the classes cj generated by WT, FE and FG methods.
This has been implemented by assessing the standard deviation r
of the obtained SLP values per class and grid point. To do this, a
Monte Carlo analysis was performed by comparing the obtained
r’s to those obtained by a set of 1000 artiﬁcially generated classiﬁcations whose elements within each class were randomly chosen
(hereafter called RC classiﬁcation).
To perform a reliable statistical analysis, RC has been conﬁgured
with the same amount of elements per class than those classiﬁcations obtained from WT, FG and FE. In Fig. 4 the relative decrease of
the average SLP r obtained for each method versus the average r of
RC are represented for each location. Results show that FE and FG
keep inside each class an overall higher consistency per grid point
compared to WT. Speciﬁcally, FG shows the best performance in all
locations, while FE is better than WT in all sites except T03, where
a slight difference (0.3%) takes place. A Chi-square test has been
performed to assess the statistical signiﬁcance of the SLP dispersion reduction. By considering all the grid points of the domain,
the average statistic signiﬁcance of the SLP dispersion reduction
per grid point, averaged for all six considered locations, is shown
to be larger for the new methods. Thus, the amount of grid points
(%) with a signiﬁcant (p < 0.95) dispersion reduction was 48, 50 and
56 for WT, FG and FE respectively. These results show a robustness
in FG and FE similar or even higher than WT to explain the synoptic
circulation ruling their classes, specially when a large spatial scale
is considered. These results suggest that the obtained classes are
more unambiguous and better related with V, which implies, apart
from a better characterization of wind, the possibility of developing important climatic applications, being their analysis beyond
the scope of this paper.
3.1.2. Wind clustering performance
As it has been explained at Section 2, F represents a valid proxy
for the real wind, V. Figs. 5 and 6 show F and V values obtained with
FE (FG showed a similar behavior) for two different locations.
There, each point represents the pointer of the obtained values
for F and V vectors (describing the origin of the ﬂow), at two towers
with so different wind conditions as T01 and T03. While T01 can be
representative for the overall behavior of geostrophic circulation
with scarce orographic complexity at central Iberia, T03 stands

for a location with singular and strong local effects. Each box depicts F’s and their corresponding V’s values of the set of days related to each resulting class, for each one of the 26 classes. From
results at T01 it can be observed for most classes that F and V show
similar components, only altered by roughness effects. Indeed, the
observed differences between F and V for both FG and FE methods
in all towers can be explained through Ekman effects due to local
surface roughness and orographic causes [59]. This can explain
that, with respect to F, V shows in most of the days a weaker intensity (a 24% smaller in average) and a left tending direction (31° in
average) in the speed space. This behavior corresponds with the
prevalence of the synoptic circulation on the ﬂow conditions. On
the other hand, in T03 V shows a particular behavior additionally
to Ekman effects, showing some prevailing directions in the eastern classes. This particularity can be explained by the existence
of local effects caused by the proximity of the Gibraltar Strait
[60] to the area of study. There, the particular funnel orography exerts a big inﬂuence in the direction of ﬂow, promoting the predominance of strong levanters (easterlies).
Although differences between F and V can be larger in T03 than
in T01 due to local ﬂow distortions, the turn from F into V evidences
for all the towers an overall capability in both FG and FE methods to
retain similar wind features within elements belonging to a same
class. This clustering capability within V can be measured by calculating a dispersion measure as the radius of a class, i.e. the average
Euclidean distance to the class representative V cj in the speed
space. Hence, this magnitude can be also derived through Eq. (1)
by employing this time V instead of F. The average vectorial radius
per class is clearly smaller for FG and FE methods, compared to WT,
for the six considered towers. Thus, in average for all towers WT
showed a vectorial radius of dispersion a 12 and a 17% compared
to FG and FE respectively. In turn, FE showed the best performance
in situations with complex orography as T03, with an improvement
of a 18% when compared to WT, while the improvement obtained
by FG reaches a 9%. This can be explained through the fact that FE
is the only method which considers the angular borders as a variable to be adjusted, allowing the predominant directions to be ﬁxed
more accurately. When strictly speaking of wind speed module,
performances are similar. The obtained average distances for all
towers was 1.70 m/s for WT. In turn, FG and FE submitted distances
of 1.40 and 1.38 m/s respectively, a clustering capability more than
23% higher compared to WT.
3.1.3. Wind speed validation test
In this section the wind speed estimation ability of the considered methods (FG and FE) is analyzed with respect to the observa-

Fig. 4. Average decreasing ratio of the SLP ﬁeld dispersion against a random classiﬁcation. Histograms show results as spatial averages for each classiﬁcation versus the mean
SLP dispersion considering a random classiﬁcation with same number of elements per class.
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Fig. 5. F and V values for each class obtained by the FE algorithm for tower T01.

tional wind series in terms of two measures of goodness (observed
wind speed error and Pearson correlation). Additionally, wind

roses are also developed for the test period, so that the angular
conﬁguration accuracy can be qualitatively assessed. By following
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Fig. 6. F and V values for each class obtained by the FE algorithm for tower T03.

the methodology explained in (2.3), the representative class values
V cj obtained in the training period sr and the observed wind speed

at the test period ss have been cross-linked (to avoid overﬁtting) so
that the bias of sr classiﬁcation with respect to the observed wind
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speed as well as its Pearson correlation could be estimated. The
values for the bias have been computed in the form of the Mean
Absolute Error for both wind speed (MAEjVj) and wind vector
(MAEV) variables, which represent a measure for the wind speed
uncertainty of the performed methods. In addition, Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcients have been calculated for the comparison
between real and reconstructed wind series.
The reconstruction performance of the new methods has been
compared to that obtained by a no-classiﬁcation (NC), which is an
experiment where the entire wind speed series is treated as a
unique class. Thus, the error obtained with this method can be considered as an upper bound of the implemented methods’ accuracy.
In addition, MAE values have been also calculated for the surface
wind speed provided by NCEP/NCAR [11] reanalysis itself (WNCAR), at the same grid point locations employed for WT, FG and
FE. In order to make the comparison with the other methods reliable, a linear regression between W-NCAR wind speed values
and the observed wind has been performed for the sr period, and
thus the obtained linear coefﬁcients have been applied to the test
period to perform the reconstruction. This has been done since
W-NCAR data sets had not been previously referred to observed
wind speed, while WT FG and FE had done so in the Train-Test
experiment.
In Table 1, results on the obtained MAEs are shown. Among the
considered inputs, our methodology presents the smallest module
and vectorial errors. Thus, FE shows the lowest values for MAEjVj
(1.44 m/s) and MAEV (3.77 m/s) in average for the six towers. In
turn, FG presents, respectively, values just a 3 and a 5% higher than
FE. Speciﬁcally, FE performs the lowest MAEjVj for all towers, except
for towers T06 and T05, where FG is equal and slightly higher than
FE respectively. These exceptions do not occur for MAEV, where FE
values are slightly lower than FG for all towers. Compared to the
rest of the inputs, WT MAEjVj is higher than FG for all classiﬁcations
in all towers, showing an average error a 25% higher than that
obtained by the F methods, and reaching a 34% higher in T06,
where the obtained MAEjVj scores lowest (1.12 m/s) for both FG
and FE. These values can be compared to those obtained by [42],
which obtains a 37% higher error, [43], with a 1.28 m/s MAEjVj in
the best case and [38], where our performance on estimating the
wind speed daily average can be compared to that obtained when
forecasting wind speed with only one hour in advance.
Regarding MAEV, WT lead to values a 13 and a 19% higher in
average than FG and FE respectively. As W-NCAR approach presented high correlations (0.67) with daily real wind speed module
at the considered towers (see Table 2), it could be considered as
representative for them. However, as it was expected, it is not an

Table 1
Comparison of test results obtained by the Weather Types (WT), F ﬁeld Simple
Computing (FG) and F ﬁeld Evolutionary Computing (FE) algorithms for the six daily
wind speed data sets considered. Weighted averages within each entire classiﬁcation
(26 classes) for both MAEjVj and MAEV are shown. For comparing purposes, values for
W-NCAR are also depicted. In addition, the no-classiﬁcation (1 class, NC) are also
detailed.
Method

T01

T02

T03

T04

T05

T06

Mean

MAEjVj (m/s)
NC
W-NCAR
WT
FG
FE

2.17
2.32
1.65
1.32
1.29

1.79
2.22
1.49
1.22
1.18

2.93
2.57
1.99
1.83
1.72

2.13
2.50
2.55
2.00
1.99

1.87
2.19
1.76
1.36
1.37

2.75
2.04
1.51
1.12
1.12

2.27
2.31
1.82
1.48
1.44

MAEV (m/s)
NC
W-NCAR
WT
FG
FE

6.39
7.85
4.65
4.08
3.99

6.37
8.01
4.05
3.50
3.33

7.96
6.22
3.97
3.65
3.40

6.58
10.65
5.09
4.46
4.37

6.55
8.61
4.58
4.10
3.9

6.37
6.12
4.26
3.85
3.41

6.70
8.10
4.48
3.97
3.77

Table 2
Test results for the Pearson Correlations between observed wind speed and values
obtained by WT, FG and FE algorithms for the six towers daily wind speed data sets
considered. Values for W-NCAR are also depicted. In addition, a no-class (NC) and a
direct wind approach (DV) are also shown. The last column stands for the weighted
averages for all six towers.
Method

T01

Pearson correl. coeff.
NC
0
W-NCAR
0.67
WT
0.61
FG
0.77
FE
0.78

T02

T03

T04

T05

T06

Mean

0
0.70
0.57
0.73
0.74

0
0.55
0.65
0.71
0.74

0
0.63
0.39
0.68
0.68

0
0.77
0.50
0.72
0.71

0
0.70
0.52
0.77
0.77

0
0.67
0.53
0.73
0.73

accurate approach of the wind speed, as no classiﬁcation based
on dynamic features was set. The highest daily correlation with
real wind is performed by FE and FG, with a similar 6 tower average value of 0.73. The biggest difference between them is observed
for the T03 location (that on the Gibraltar Strait), with FE performing better (0.74) than FG (0.71). In turn, WT shows an average daily
correlation of 0.53, and its highest performance is observed again
on T03 (0.65). This evidences that the closest performance between
WT and the F methodology occurs where local dynamic effects are
remarkable. MAE results obtained by FE are found to be in the
same order of accuracy than those obtained by [47] also for T01,
where it is performed a MAEjVj and a MAEV of 1.37 (a 6% higher than
FE) and 3.73 m/s (a 7% lower than FE) respectively.
A monthly timescale wind speed analysis has been carried out
by averaging wind speed values according to their natural months.
As it was expected, the uncertainty decreased in all extents with
respect to the daily resolution. In overall for all towers, the average
monthly Pearson correlation between observed and estimated
wind speed is 0.81 and the MAEjVj scores 0.54 m/s, while the maximum performance is reached at T06 (with an r = 0.91) and in T02
(a MAEjVj of 0.32 m/s), both by means of FG method. Very similar
results are obtained for FE, while WT showed an average results
for all towers of r = 0.55 and MAEjVj = 0.81 m/s, moving away from
the F based methods [40], which computed a monthly average estimation from neural networking, performed on a similar level.
Fig. 7 shows two examples on the type of adjustment at daily
and monthly scales of a test reconstruction applied on T06 through
WT, FG and FE. Fig. 7a shows it along a sample time range of 100
days within ss period, represented and compared to the real wind
speed test signal. The illustration conﬁrms the higher reconstruction performances using FG and FE, with an overall better track
than WT with respect to the observed wind. In turn, Fig. 7b shows
the monthly wind speed test reconstruction this time applied
throughout the whole considered instrumental time range (ss + sr).
There, FG performed best, with a MAEjVj decreasing until 0.34 m/s.
Wind roses test reconstructions have been performed by FG and
FE for the six considered locations, for ss period (2006–2009). The
data cross-validation procedure to build the wind rose consisted on
a similar procedure as for wind speed. First of all the wind rose for
each obtained class (frequency and speed) is calculated in the
training ss period. Then, the weighted average of these roses is
implemented depending on the frequency of each class within
the considered time range (ss). The obtained values are displayed
in Fig. 8, where 16 sector wind rose reconstructions are compared
to the real data in ss period. Results show a consistent similarity
between real data and the reconstructed series both in wind intensity (color) and wind frequency (shape) for each sector of the wind
rose for both FG and FE methods.
3.2. 1871–2009 Wind reconstruction
An immediate application for the developed classiﬁcation
methodology is the reconstruction of wind in time periods where
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. 100 days sample (a) of the daily wind speed reconstruction at the ss period performed by WT, FG and FE methods for T06 compared to the observed wind speed signal
(from February 9 to May 20, 2006) and monthly (b) observed and estimated wind speed for the period 1999–2009 by the same methods and tower.

no observations are available. In order to analyze the wind conditions in the last century in central Iberia, a daily mean wind reconstruction for the period 1871–2009 has been carried out. Since FG
and FE present very similar MAEs, only FG method has been employed. The reason to use FG lies on the clear parametrization of
the dynamic class characterization obtained through it. To perform
the reconstruction, SLP data from 20CRV2 were employed to obtain
a daily classiﬁcation for the period 1871–1947, as NCEP/NCAR data
was utilized in the same way to obtain those classes within the
1948–2009 period. This split into two different data inputs has
been already performed by [61], arguing that NCEP/NCAR data offered a slightly higher reliability for the period where it is available. After the 140 year classiﬁcation was obtained, it was again
related to the observational period wind features, so that every
day could be wind-characterized. Since few local effects are perceived compared to the other towers’ locations, T01 can be considered an appropriate representative of the region, so that the
experiment has been performed on that location.
3.2.1. Wind speed reconstruction
Throughout the daily wind speed characterization, a daily
reconstruction was performed for the 1871–2009 period (Fig. 9).
Additionally, the 1-year and the 11-year moving averages with
their corresponding uncertainties were computed for a clearer
comprehension. First of all, a spectral analysis was performed to
the annual average wind speed signal through a Fourier transform,
in order to detect possible low frequency multi-decadal wind variations. It revealed an statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.975) variability
cycle within the 23 year frequency band, obtained also by consid-

ering either the 20CRV2 and the NCAR periods separately. Regarding the wind resource variability, the annual average wind speed
range reaches 1.86 m/s, with a maximum annual wind speed of
7.95 m/s and a minimum value of 6.09 m/s. These annual values
imply a relative inter-annual variability higher than 30%. By considering wind power empirically equivalent to the square of wind
speed [62], this variability entails a wind power output variability
higher than 70%. Finally, a linear ﬁt performed over the whole considered period shows a slight but statistically signiﬁcant negative
linear trend of 0.1 m/s every 100 years, which implies, with a wind
speed average of 6.91 m/s, a wind power decrease of about a 3%
every 100 years. These results serve to set the wind farm performance reached in the last years into a multi-decadal context, so
that the last period of observations (from 2005) appears located
within a minimum phase of the multi-decadal variability, which
could have led to underestimate the long-term wind speed resource in T01. Further work is under way in order to determine
the possible causes that explain these wind speed changes.
Wind speed variability has also been analyzed by assessing its
changes in frequency distribution, a useful tool, very extended in
wind industry. Since it permits a clear comprehension of the wind
speed behavior at different speed regimes it is employed for
assessing the wind speed resource at a certain location. In this
work we have computed the daily wind speed frequency distribution at decadal and annual ranges with a 1 m/s resolution for the
whole considered period (1871–2009). In order to provide a bigger
robustness to the reconstructed distributions, in this case the daily
reconstructed wind has been characterized by a complete wind
speed distribution (instead of just the V average), computed from
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Fig. 8. Wind roses obtained by real data assimilation (left), FG reconstruction (center) and FE reconstruction (right) for the six towers available data for the test period.

the whole set of intra class-elements within the observations period. Special emphasis has been granted to wind speed frequency

distribution at those decades with the highest (1926–1935) and
the lowest (1979–1988) average wind speeds (10). Additionally,
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Fig. 9. 1871–2009 wind speed reconstruction for T01 performed with FG method. Light gray represents the uncertainty for the 1-yr moving average series, as dark and
medium gray represent the 11-yr moving average series and its uncertainty, respectively. The linear regression for the whole period (straight line) and the observations’ 1-yr
moving average (red) are also depicted. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Reconstructed wind speed frequency distribution for the decadal (gray bars) periods 1926–1935 (a), 1936–1945 (b) and 1979–1988 (c). Green bars represent the
frequency distribution of the year with the highest wind speed average of the decade (1935, 1936 and 1978 resp.), as the magenta ones correspond to that with the lowest
wind speed (1929, 1945 and 1988 resp.). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for the wind rose reconstructions. Again, green (magenta) proﬁles stand for the relative frequency per sector for the year with the highest (lowest)
average wind speed of the decade. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the decade with highest annual wind speed changes (1936–1945)
has been considered. For these three decades, the years with the
highest and the lowest wind averages have been taken into account with the purpose of detecting possible signiﬁcant changes.
Fig. 10 shows that decades and years with the highest annual wind
speed averages have longer right tails (i.e. higher frequencies at
higher wind speed ranges) as well as lower frequencies at low
speed ranges. Thus, the decadal distributions regarding the periods
1926–1935 and 1979–1988 where observed to hold statistically
signiﬁcant (p < 0.95) differences in a Chi-square test of homogeneity. Regarding the difference among different speed ranges, annual
distributions with low winds (1945) versus high winds (1936)
showed some remarkable differences. Thus, 1945 showed more
than 30% higher frequency values at the ﬁrst quartile (3–4 m/s
speed range) of the distribution with respect to 1936. In turn,
1936 presented frequency values 35% higher than 1945 at the third
quartile (8–9 m/s) of the distribution.
3.2.2. Wind rose reconstruction
The same inputs and method than those employed for the wind
speed reconstruction where employed to perform the 16-sector
wind rose reconstruction of the decades of the period 1871–
2009, year per year. Additionally, single year wind roses where
computed for those years with a particularly extreme (high and
low) average wind speed. Results show that wind roses can vary
its morphology at a decadal scale, these differences being remarkably bigger at annual scales. Speciﬁcally, the SW sector has been
observed to be as the most prevailing sector throughout the whole
period. Regarding the sector variability, it has been observed that
when the annual average wind speed increases above the average,
the SW sector frequency is restrengthened, while N and E directional quadrants become weakened. Thus, a Pearson correlation
of 0.50 is obtained between SW annual wind average frequency
and speed. These results can be observed also in decadal averages.
In Fig. 11 the wind roses are depicted again for those decades with
the highest (1926–1935), the lowest (1979–1988) and the most
varying decade (1936–1945). There, the frequency of the strongest
sector (SW) is 30% higher during 1936 than in 1945. The maximum
annual differences within the SW sector reached 50% between annual frequencies of years 1962 (min.) and 1968 (max.).
4. Summary and conclusions
In this work a methodology based on geostrophic ﬂow indices
(strictly derived from Sea Level Pressure (SLP) reanalysis data)
has been designed to develop daily surface wind classiﬁcations
capable of characterizing wind in a given location as well as statistically downscaling wind speed and wind rose for six wind farm
meteorological towers in Spain. To achieve this, an evolutionary
algorithm (FE) and a greedy-based technique (FG) have been
implemented. Both algorithms worked by minimizing the average
class-dispersion of the Euclidean distance at the geostrophic speed
space. The obtained patterns were then assessed through several
measures of goodness, and validated by associating them with
their corresponding observed wind daily series. This allowed the
methodology to estimate wind speed, providing a measure for its
uncertainty. This downscaling enabled the possibility of performing long term reconstructions throughout time ranges where no
wind observations were available. Performances obtained by these
approaches have been compared with that of a circulation weather
types technique ﬁrst introduced in [15] (WT), as well as others as
the NCEP/NCAR directly retrieved u and v wind datasets.
After applying the classiﬁcation methodology to six different
locations in Spain, an analysis on the synoptic conditions ruling
the obtained classes showed a statistically signiﬁcant consistency
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on the average pressure ﬁeld dispersion per grid point for the classes obtained within both FG and FE, being even bigger than those
obtained by WT. This results evidence the ability of the developed
methods to deﬁne synoptic circulations associated to them.
Regarding an analysis on the wind clustering ability of the proposed methods, the set of elements of a given class deﬁned only
by the geostrophic wind generally maintained a similar observed
surface wind speed behavior. This consistency within the obtained
wind patterns occurred even when the location of study was
strongly inﬂuenced by local circulation effects.
A validation test of the daily wind speed estimation capability
of the introduced methodology was performed in order to measure
its uncertainty through two measures of goodness, its bias and its
Pearson correlation with respect to the observations considered.
Regarding the ﬁrst one, a wind speed accuracy 25% higher than
that obtained through the WT method was reached. It implied an
average bias (in terms of Mean Absolute Error) for the six considered locations of 1.44 m/s (FE), reaching a value of 1.12 m/s in
some towers, outperforming other statistic models [38,42,43] In
turn, the accuracy for the vectorial distance (Euclidean radius) in
the speeds’ space showed an average value a 34% higher than
WT. Meanwhile, the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient obtained for
both new algorithms was 0.73 with respect to daily observed wind
speed, a correlation explaining 25% more variance (r2) than WT.
When compared to the surface wind speed directly retrieved from
the u and v variables at the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset, our
methodology largely reduced the speed errors, and the Pearson
correlation improved a 8% the explained variance. In a monthly
scale, the Pearson correlation obtained by our methodology
showed an average value of 0.81, reaching 0.91 in some cases,
while the average wind speed error was 0.54 m/s, with a maximum
accuracy of 0.32 m/s among the considered towers. This performance is comparable to that obtained by [40]. By considering these
results and the different features of the two developed methods, it
can be derived that FG results more appropriated to obtain an
analytic and dynamic-consistent result, while FE provides a nondeterministic but slightly better performance.
Through these new wind classifying methods, a wind reconstruction of the las 140 years at central Iberia has been performed.
With a daily wind speed uncertainty of 1.29 m/s, it reﬂected a statistically signiﬁcant variability cycle with a frequency of 23 years,
as well as a slight but statistically signiﬁcant negative linear trend.
In this context, the obtained long-term wind speed reconstruction
revealed a minimum of production in recent years. In turn, the
performed reconstructions of decadal and annual wind speed frequency distributions revealed a statistically signiﬁcant distribution
difference between high and low wind speed decades, as well as
annual frequency variations of 30% for a wind speed range of 3–
4 m/s (1st quartile) and 35% for a wind speed range of 8–9 m/s
(3rd quartile). Decadal and annual 16-sector wind rose reconstructions where also performed throughout the considered 140 year
period. Results show some differences within the wind rose morphology when considering different wind speed performances
within annual and decadal scales. In high wind speed periods the
SW sector is observed to strengthen, while N and E sectors become
weakened. Indeed, SW sector frequencies between different years
have been observed to vary up to 30%.
Summarizing, our methodology allows to perform a realistic approach on wind clustering, characterization and statistic downscaling with daily resolution, by exclusively employing public domain
SLP reanalysis data and with a very low computational cost. Since
the geostrophic wind at synoptic scale has been parameterized
through the designed algorithms, it constitutes, additionally, a signiﬁcant instrument for analyzing the existing connections between
surface wind and general circulation climatology. Thus, in this paper we have developed a downscaling experiment that, although
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statistic, is based on the circulation atmospheric conditions that
rule the climate. In this context, we have shown that the proposed
methodology can be implemented for the reconstruction of centennial wind series at the wind farm locations, where long-term
wind measures are rarely available. To the best of our knowledge,
such centennial wind reconstructions, with a daily resolution and
without the need of the implementation of a numerical model,
have been computed here for the ﬁrst time. These wind reconstructions allowed to analyze changes in the wind speed and direction
low frequency variability, as well as to detect periods with significant different wind features. For all this, they allow to place the
present wind farm performance in a climatic perspective, enabling
to assess the current state of the wind power production with
respect to its historical signal. Therefore, this new outlook provides
an important contribution for the wind multi-decadal analysis on
the prospects of wind performance variations in upcoming years.
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Appendix A
F and Z are related to the spatial SLP ﬁeld through the theoretical statements of the geostrophic ﬂow G. Thus, F can be determined through its relationship with the zonal (Guk) and the
meridian (Gvk) components of G in the following terms:

Guk ¼ 
Gv k ¼

1 @p

qf @y



1

qfk RDk

where WF and SF stand for F zonal and meridian components
respectively, k and u are the latitude and the longitude of the measured grid point and Dk and Du, their differences. f stands for the
Coriolis parameter, given by the expression fk = 2Xsin(k) (X represents the angular speed of the Earth), while R is the Earth radius
and q is the density of the air. This shows how F can be determined
by differences of pressure only.
In turn, the relationship with Z and GW and hence with SLP ﬁeld,
as seen in (5) and (6) come out of these expressions:
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where WZ and and SZ represent the Z components produced respectively by the West–East and the the South–North pressure
differences.
Appendix B
The following expressions show how F and Z, calculated for a
given grid point J at a latitude k = 40°, can be set exclusively using
the 16 grid point pressure values shown in Fig. 12, through the
following expressions:
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In turn, for Z these relationships are:

Fig. 12. Example of the considered SLP grid structure employed in the deﬁnition of the F, Z and a indexes at the introduced algorithms for a generic point J.

ð11Þ
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þ
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#
1
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4
4

ð12Þ
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Hence, as Z is a scalar value,

Z ¼ WZ þ SZ

ð14Þ

Finally, a value for the angle of the F vector direction is obtained as
following:

a ¼ atan

SF
WF

ð15Þ
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